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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 
Motion 

Resumed from 19 June. 

HON B.M. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [5.31 pm]:  In my response to the address by the new Governor, 
Lieutenant-General John Sanderson, it is my privilege to stand in this Chamber at the beginning of my third term 
in Parliament and to acknowledge the new Governor and his wife and to welcome them to this State.  Some 
members of this Chamber will know that my family has a strong interest in and are keen supporters of the sport 
of rowing.  My first opportunity to be in the company of Lieutenant-General Sanderson and his wife was at the 
Legion of Oarsmen breakfast early this year, during which the men’s and women’s rowing teams for Western 
Australia, including the King’s Cup crew, were farewelled.  The position of Governor has been highly esteemed 
by the rowing fraternity, and the state teams appreciated the presence of Lieutenant-General Sanderson and his 
wife on that morning.   

I congratulate you, Mr President, on your gaining that position.  I hope you will find it a fruitful and worthwhile 
challenge and a new venture in your life.  You have the difficult shoes of Hon Clive Griffiths and Hon George 
Cash to fill, but I am sure that with your parliamentary experience and knowledge, you will bring an equally 
prestigious record in that position to this Parliament.   

I will also comment on the changed nature of this Chamber.  I congratulate the Government on winning the 
Treasury benches.  As previous speakers noted, the Chamber is different.  As Opposition spokesperson on 
women’s interests, I record my pleasure that four more women are now in this Chamber.  I welcome those 
women to this Chamber.  The last Parliament had two female Labor Party members, two female Liberal Party 
members and two female Greens (WA) members.  This Parliament has five women representing the Labor Party, 
three representing the Greens (WA) and two representing the Liberal Party.  As a woman in this Parliament, and 
as Opposition spokesperson on women’s interests, I say that is a good thing.  I look forward to the contribution 
that will be made by the new women in this Chamber and I warmly welcome each one of them.  

As a proud member of the former coalition Government, I shall make some quick observations on some of the 
achievements of that Government.  I will cover just five areas and, so that members will not have to wait sitting 
on the edge of their seats to know when I am about to finish my speech, I will outline them now.  I shall talk 
about the achievements of the coalition Government, some areas of interest in the South Metropolitan Region, 
traffic calming and road safety, and education, for which I am the shadow spokesperson.   

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  It sounds like it will be a very good speech.  

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  I thank Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich.   

The eight years of the coalition Government led by Richard Court saw a number of achievements in 
infrastructure and the environment, many of which have been noted by our colleagues.  I shall focus on the area 
in which my office is located, and the region I represent - Fremantle and the South Metropolitan Region.  I make 
no apology for this local focus.  I want to mention some of the achievements of the former coalition Government 
in Fremantle in particular, because I noted during the last election, and during previous elections, that it is often 
alleged, particularly in the Rockingham and south metropolitan area, that the coalition Government has done 
nothing for the south, and that everything goes to the northern suburbs.  That allegation could be levelled more 
accurately at the Labor Government than at the coalition. 

I shall refer to a few coalition Government initiatives in Fremantle with which I was involved.  I begin with the 
Fremantle Children’s Literature Centre.  Members are probably aware that this centre was established by Lesley 
Reece, who has been a wonderful leader in this field.  When Ms Reece came to me with the concept of 
establishing the Children’s Literature Centre - an Australian first - with my intense interest in early literacy and 
children’s literature, I was spellbound by her enthusiasm and her concept.  She proposed using the Fremantle 
Prison building as a centre to which school groups could be brought, and as a base for authors and artists in 
residence.  I was even more encouraged when the then Premier, Richard Court, decided to get behind the project, 
and allocated some $250 000 in the first year.  The centre also received some federal funding.  It is a wonderful 
centre.  I was there recently for the national children’s literature award ceremony, in which the outstanding 
Australian children’s books were honoured.  It was a first for Western Australia, and a very special day.  I praise 
Lesley Reece and the staff of the centre.  Children who visit the centre can observe closely how books are 
written, how the authors develop their stories, and how the artists develop their artwork.  It is wonderful to see, 
and it is a great learning experience.  It is a reflection on our schools today that teachers find it useful to take 
classes there.   

Another project undertaken during the coalition’s term of office, also in Fremantle and very near to my office, 
was very dear to my heart.  The John Curtin Senior High School was designated the John Curtin College of the 
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Arts.  This was not an accident.  It took a lot of planning.  John Curtin Senior High School has been part of 
Fremantle for many years and several people of note have passed through its doors.  

Hon Dee Margetts:  Even some Greens parliamentarians. 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  Indeed.  I was at the 40th anniversary.  Barry Carbon was flown in from the eastern States as 
the guest speaker.  As we know, he is a great conservationist and headed a major agency in Western Australia.  
For a number of years John Curtin Senior High School had wanted to become the first college of the arts in 
Western Australia.  Our Minister for Education recognised the importance of establishing in Western Australia a 
college devoted to the arts.  John Curtin is no longer a high school as such; although it still runs high school 
programs and the tertiary entrance examination, its focus is developing the arts across the State.  There are no 
boundaries and people from all over the State can access it.  
Hon Dee Margetts:  The President is a former John Curtin student. 
Hon B.M. SCOTT:  It is very important that that goes into the record this evening.  I apologise for my ignorance 
of that fact.  The school has a record of turning out very good students in the academic and performing arts 
fields. 

The resultant college of the arts, which was established last year, must be recognised.  Part of the credit for the 
work that went into the planning of the new college must go to Mr Bill Izett, who has been the principal for eight 
or nine years.  Bill has been very rigidly and clearly focused on attaining his goal.  I give full credit to him for 
that.  In the first annual report of the John Curtin College of the Arts, entitled “Learning for Life”, Mr Izett 
writes that at the commencement of 2001, a new administrative structure was put in place, and a bursar, a dean 
of academic studies and a dean of the arts, technology and physical and health studies were appointed.  The use 
of terminology such as “dean” in what we used to think of as a state high school was part and parcel of the 
planning that went into presenting to the public of Western Australia a college that would focus on all areas of 
the arts such as dance, theatre, writing, developing journalism and physical arts.  The John Curtin College of the 
Arts is also outstanding for its success in sport. 

The annual report notes some new initiatives in the drama area and says that the college will place emphasis on 
physical theatre and dance and appoint a number of residents to give special workshops in the areas of music, 
arts media and visual arts.  The college’s academic excellence program for maths, science, English, humanities 
and nautical studies will continue, as will the soccer excellence program for both boys and girls.  Those are some 
of the things that will be developed at the John Curtin College of the Arts.  

The previous Government committed $2.5 million to the building of a performing arts centre at the college.  I 
was a member of a number of committees in Fremantle that discussed whether the City of Fremantle would fund 
a new performing arts centre in Fremantle or combine with the John Curtin College of the Arts.  No consensus 
was reached, although I believed that all the resources should go into the John Curtin College of the Arts.  I did 
not agree that we needed two new, competing performing arts centres in a city the size of Fremantle.  In the end, 
because the strategy put in place by the council did not resolve the issue for the college in the short term, the 
minister made an allocation of $2.5 million for a performing arts centre.  The need to sell off some land to fund 
that additional allocation caused much angst in the local community.  I am pleased that the current Government 
committed to providing that additional funding without selling land.  I will be watching this Labor Government 
closely to see if it meets the public expectation it has created in Fremantle to add sufficient funding to the 
$2.5 million which the former Government allocated for the performing arts centre.  I hope in the wisdom of 
planning that a holistic approach is taken to the whole site of the John Curtin College of the Arts, which will 
result in a performing arts centre of which we in Fremantle can be proud and Western Australia as a State can 
boast. 

Another project in Fremantle that raised a deal of interest was the allocation by the former coalition Government 
of $1 million to refurbish Whalers Tunnel and the historic Round House because it was feared that some of the 
limestone was crumbling.  I attended the opening of that refurbishment two weeks ago and I am again proud to 
have been part of the coalition Government that made that commitment.  It does not irk me but it is interesting 
that I have attended a number of functions in the past few weeks where either Hon Jim McGinty’s or someone 
else’s plaque is on a building that was an initiative of our Government. 

On Monday this week I attended the new justice centre in Fremantle.  The justice centre again involved a great 
deal of community debate and discussion.  Where would it be?  Would it be at the former Princess May centre at 
the entrance to Fremantle?  I can say in this place now that I preferred that option, although it was not the 
preferred option of the education centre located there, which does very good work.  The new justice centre is a 
large, modern building that I believe cost between $12 million and $15 million.  Again, I say to the Chamber that 
the allegation that the coalition Government did not spend money in a Labor electorate does not hold water 
because money was put into areas of need.  The former coalition Government tried to identify the areas of need 
across the State and allocated funding to the justice area where it believed there was a need.  On Monday 
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morning I attended the first gazetted sitting of the District Court.  In addition to the special court is a domestic 
violence court that will be of great benefit to Fremantle, which was struggling in its little old courthouse. 

A major boost to funding in Fremantle was the $35 million allocated to the new WA Maritime Museum.  Once 
again, I was involved in round table conferences with local and precinct people.  The architects have done an 
incredible job incorporating a whole museum that is not just a walk-in-and-look-at place; it is an interactive 
museum from which children and adults will obviously benefit enormously.  I was invited to view Australia II 
last week before it was to be packed away for its journey to England and its race at Cowes.  However, I was not 
able to take up the invitation.  I have heard reports from people who have travelled from Rottnest through the 
heads that the museum is already spectacular.  All the plans indicated it would be one of the most significant 
buildings in Australia - perhaps second only to the Opera House.  

Hon M.J. Criddle:  It will be unique.  

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  Yes, it will.   

People in Fremantle and Western Australia recognised and agreed with the coalition Government that it is much 
better to get people out of cars and on to public transport.  Thanks to our previous Minister for Transport - Hon 
Murray Criddle - the City of Fremantle and the Department of Transport have funded a central area transit 
service in Fremantle.  That service has been working extremely well and has now been expanded. 

My final comments about the Fremantle area relate to the University of Notre Dame Australia.  I was at a 
function on Monday evening at which the university launched its fundraising efforts for the new college of 
health.  The function was attended by 400 or 500 people.  I picked up from the various speeches the key point 
that an improbable dream emerged in 1991, and that dream has become a reality.  The University of Notre Dame 
Australia in Fremantle is a Catholic university, although it is open to anyone who wishes to enrol.  Given its 
background, its curriculum is based on Christian values.  It is linked to the University of Notre Dame in the 
United States.  I am sure that, like I, the President remembers meeting some outstanding men from the Indiana 
campus of the university.   

The college of health is an exciting project and is the forerunner of a full-scale medical school.  The college of 
health is an addition to the university’s colleges of education, business and law.  I have been privileged to be 
involved in a number of the courses at the university.  The first law students graduated last year after completing 
their four-year degree course.  I was at a board meeting the week before last with Greg Craven, the dean of the 
college.  I will not hold against him the fact that he comes from Victoria.   

Several members interjected. 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  He barracks for the Dockers.   

Several members interjected. 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  He is the dean of the college of law.   

Last year the Attorney General and I co-hosted an evening in the cabinet dining room here at Parliament House 
to present the first graduates from the law school with a certificate and to acknowledge their achievement.  All of 
the graduates are now working in law firms in either Western Australia or other States.  They have had rigorous 
training in law and have also completed the university’s compulsory core subjects of philosophy, 
communications and ethics.   

The college of health will be extremely exciting.  Many highly regarded women were at the launch.  Dr Patricia 
Kailis, who is well known among people in this Chamber, is the chair of the fundraising arm.  She has achieved 
great heights in her own field of medicine.  She is also known for her business links with her husband Michael’s 
work in the pearling and fishing industries.  Dr Michael Quinlan, who is an outstanding physician in the city of 
Perth, is the campaign chairman and is associated with the college of nursing.  Maureen Colgan, who has a 
reputation for being extremely well organised and a great fundraiser, chaired the evening.  She has been a long-
time friend of mine.  Maureen is a nurse, and she is married to a dentist in Fremantle.  One of the key points I 
picked up from her address that evening was that the training of nurses at the college of health will produce 
graduates who are dedicated to patients, not clients.  She made several other key points that were relevant.  The 
college of health will cover nursing, counselling and applied psychology.  All facets of nursing will be covered, 
with a futuristic view that nursing involves not only health issues as such, but also counselling and applied 
psychology.  Also, it is necessary to make sure that nurses are trained to care for the aged population in this 
State.  We know the demographics of the aged population and where we are heading in that area.  

Another exciting initiative for the University of Notre Dame Australia is the establishment of the Broome 
campus, and the fact that already 10 young Aboriginal people are enrolled in the nursing course there.  I will 
quote from the university’s brochure “A New Vision for Health Care”.  Under the heading “Broome Campus”, it 
states -  
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It offers students a unique opportunity to gain a first class education in the Kimberley region, in an 
environment that features some of the worlds most beautiful and dramatic scenery. 

Students can study undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Indigenous Australian Studies, Business, 
Nursing, Teaching and Performing Arts.  Special courses are also available to prepare Aboriginal 
students to undertake university studies. 

The University of Notre Dame has introduced a unique opportunity in the Kimberley region for our Aboriginal 
people.  Most members in this Chamber will agree that, after saying sorry, education of our indigenous people is 
the first step towards reconciliation.  With the establishment of the Broome campus, which was a very brave 
thing to do, the University of Notre Dame is making a very worthwhile contribution to the education of our 
indigenous people. 

I will mention a couple of other factors about the University of Notre Dame.  It was an improbable dream that 
has become a reality.  Two thousand students are now enrolled in Fremantle, and 300 Aboriginal students in 
Broome.  The establishment of the university has been made possible with state and federal help, as well as with 
the help of the Catholic Church and private support.  However, the other night the Commonwealth 
Government’s 20 per cent recurrent funding and the State’s low-interest loans, which have enabled the university 
to expand, were also acknowledged.   

We know that the Fremantle port is probably one of the most efficient ports in Australia.  However, the whole 
port operation has changed enormously.  Now, the west end is not flooded with waterside workers because the 
port now operates with containerisation.  Although high levels of efficiency have been achieved, there is a new 
way in the west end of Fremantle.  Fremantle is very fortunate that the University of Notre Dame has turned the 
west end into something more like a European university city.  Therefore, I acknowledge the work done by the 
leaders of that university, and the assistance given to them by both the State and Commonwealth Governments.  
I hope that our new State Government will continue that support. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  I acknowledge the fine work that has been done for education in Western Australia by Peter 
Tannock, the vice-chancellor; Terry O’Connor, the chancellor; and all of the staff of the University of Notre 
Dame.  The courses that have been established at Notre Dame differ from the courses at other universities, 
because the students have hands-on involvement, and it is a small campus.  I was invited to sit on the advisory 
body for the establishment of the early childhood teaching degree.  That course has a large component of 
practical experience, as does the law degree course.  With the university and the Fremantle City Council, a law 
advocacy centre has been established in Fremantle.  The new college of health will offer a university-based 
degree course that will also have a hands-on approach, with a high degree of in-hospital training, which is a good 
blend of the old and the new. 

I will now give a quick snapshot of an area of my electorate that is further afield; namely, Kwinana-
Rockingham.  In the term of the previous Government, the Rockingham campus of Murdoch University was 
established alongside the college of TAFE and a private coeducational college.  I have had a close involvement 
with these institutions, and it is encouraging that communities such as Kwinana and Rockingham can give the 
young people of those regions, which have a high level of unemployment, the opportunity of a university or 
TAFE education.   

The former Government also planned and built a new justice centre in Rockingham, and new police stations in 
Rockingham and Kwinana.  This week, the Kwinana Freeway extension to Rockingham will be opened.  The 
establishment of the huge Jervoise Bay complex is now under way, with $80 million from the commonwealth 
federation fund, and a high level of state funding.  It is hoped that that complex will provide a large number of 
jobs in that industrial area.   

I turn now to Rockingham rail.  This was the subject of an urgency motion from me a couple of weeks ago, but I 
did not have the opportunity of finalising my comments on that matter.  I remind the Chamber that the former 
coalition Government set up a committee, which I chaired, to conduct a public consultation with the citizens of 
the Rockingham region.  Three options were offered to the City of Rockingham, and the former Government 
committed $105 million dollars to the short-tunnel option through the city.  The preferred option for the city of 
Rockingham was always the long-tunnel option to avoid coming up in Anniversary Park, near the aged people’s 
home, and then going down Ennis Avenue.  However, the Department of Transport never provided us with that 
option to discuss.  I believe it is still the preferred option.  I raise the point on this occasion to throw the 
challenge to the Government, which now has the Treasury benches: will it continue to commit that funding to the 
people of the Labor-held seat of Rockingham, where the previous Government made the commitment?  Will it 
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further that promise and commit at least a minimum of $105 million to link the city of Rockingham with the 
south west railway line?   

During debate on my urgency motion, Hon Jim Scott, by interjection or in his speech, suggested that I did not 
know anything about geography when I said that Rockingham was the largest regional city between Perth and 
Adelaide.  I remind Hon Jim Scott, who is absent from the Chamber on urgent parliamentary business, that I said 
that whichever way people go from Perth to Adelaide, there is no other regional city in Western Australia that is 
as large as Rockingham, with a population of 75 000.  Mandurah has a population of 40 000 on a good weekend 
- perhaps a long weekend in the summer.  It has a population of 35 000 normally.  Bunbury has a population of 
approximately 30 000 and Kalgoorlie has a population of between 25 000 and 30 000.  If people take the straight 
road east to Adelaide and go through Kalgoorlie, they will find that there is no city the size of Rockingham.  If 
they take the long way round the south and go to Adelaide, the largest regional cities in order of size of 
population would be Rockingham, Mandurah, Bunbury and Albany.  The point I was making was that 
Rockingham is the largest regional city in Western Australia, with a population of 75 000 at present, and is 
predicted to reach 110 000 in at least 10 years.  Therefore, in planning a rail link to the south, we should not 
exclude the link into the city of Rockingham, which is what the people of Rockingham want.   

I seek leave to table two documents in relation to the rail link to Rockingham.  The first one is the “Rockingham 
Railway: A Summary of Public Opinion”.  It has not become a public document.  The other document is the 
“South Metropolitan Railway Master Plan - Rockingham Alignment Options”.   

Leave granted.  [See papers Nos 432 and 433.] 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  One of the reports is by Coney Stevens Project Management Pty Ltd.  I wanted to table this 
document because in our consultations with the people of Rockingham, the Department of Transport was asked 
to provide our committee with the passenger figures so the architects could plan the railway stations for the 
railway line.  For the Rockingham centre station it provided the committee with the figure of 2 390 passengers 
for the two-hour peak session in the morning.  Its findings were such that it declared that all-day boardings to 
Rockingham would be 2.1 times that of the two-hour morning peak period.  That information is listed on page 4 
of appendix 7.6 of the document I have tabled.  The assumption that passengers would use the city of 
Rockingham as a departure point and return in the evening was wrong, and it does not account for the passengers 
using Rockingham as a destination.  Those people include university students - an estimated 15 000 university 
students will attend the Murdoch University campus in Rockingham by 2020; people going from the outer 
suburbs of Rockingham to the city centre for business and to pay bills - every time I go there the counters are 
busy; shoppers who go to the shopping centre; and tourists from all over the city and Western Australia who 
want to see Rockingham as a destination. 

The other information in this report - at appendix 7.3, page 3 - that will be of interest is the costings.  This report 
refers to the costings in detail.  Although I am certainly not a civil engineer, I was interested to learn the cost of 
the earthworks.  The five kilometres of earthworks alongside Lake Cooloongup - which, as we all know, is a 
sensitive area - and the golf course cost $3.8 million.  The 5.4 kilometres of earthworks on the Dixon Road route, 
on established land with no buildings - there are no buildings to knock down; it is all clear land - cost 
$4.9 million.  That seems to be a discrepancy.  I will table this document so that those who are interested can go 
through the detailed costings that were not provided, even though we requested Mr Martinovich to present them.  
I now have this document in my possession and I find it interesting reading.  That was the basis upon which the 
council’s preferred long-tunnel option, the third option - through the city and along Ennis Avenue - was rejected 
by the Department of Transport, the costings for which are reflected in this detailed document in my possession. 

I put the Government on notice that, as the local member who has represented that region for eight years, I will 
closely watch the Rockingham rail link issue.  A number of things are going on at the moment, of which I am 
aware, and I will be interested to know whether the Government is receiving correct advice and whether it is 
questioning the costs presented to it.  I hope the Government makes sure that detailed costings are provided, and 
that the decision on whether the rail link connects with the city of Rockingham is based on sound advice. 

I now move to an issue that was raised this week in the media.  This has been an ongoing issue, but one with 
which I was involved in 1995, when Hon Eric Charlton asked me to investigate speed humps, speed limits and 
traffic calming.  Our 1995 report recommended the establishment of the Office of Road Safety, the 40 kilometre 
an hour speed zone around schools, and a number of other things.  Tonight I wish to highlight use of the revenue 
from Multanovas for road safety, road user education, research, and the road trauma trust fund. 

In our report of 1995, page 7 refers to the structure that we recommended for the Office of Road Safety and 
reads - 

The Office of Road Safety will: 
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Provide advice to government, through the Minister for Transport and the Ministerial Council, to 
coordinate planning of the State’s Road Safety activities. 

Assist in the development and review of government policies and setting priorities for road safety. 

Oversee the prioritisation and disbursement of a Road Safety Development Fund. 

Assist with the coordination of annual agency budget submissions for Road Safety. 

Promote Community involvement . . .  

Monitor the implementation of the State’s current Road Safety programs. 

Promote standards and guidelines for road safety. 

Act as a focal point for liaison with the Commonwealth Government on road safety issues. 

Recommendation 5 was - 

The Office of Road Safety be allowed to accrue its funds over financial years without loss or reduction 
in these funds and with full commercial interest credited. 

This week we have seen newspaper articles on some $2 million of the road trauma trust fund money being 
expended on very valuable research into spinal injury, headed by Professor Lyn Beazley at the University of 
Western Australia.  It was always my contention that the minister of the day held the view that if people were 
caught speeding, they should pay for it.  I think his catchphrase was, “Choose your speed, choose your 
consequences.”  I am sure that most of us in this Chamber have contributed to the road trauma trust fund in one 
way or another.  It is important that this Government not see those funds, which are in the vicinity of $40 million 
a year gathered by Multanovas, as a source of revenue to be spread across other expenditure.  The Office of 
Road Safety really needs to have that money directed to putting into place road-user and safety programs right 
through schools, where there is still a lot of work to be done, and going into research.  The argument that the 
population sees Multanovas as revenue raisers has a positive spin-off if we see the road trauma trust fund money 
being expended very wisely and devoted to very valuable research.  In 1995, when we compiled this report, the 
cost of road trauma to the community of Western Australia was estimated to be $916 million.  It certainly would 
have increased by now.  

I want to cover some areas in education that I see as major issues.  I want to put the Government on notice.  In 
the Governor’s speech, he made it clear that the priorities of the Government would be health, education and 
community safety.  As the shadow spokesperson for education, I think that some of the issues are very important.  
I hope that at the end of this Government’s term, these issues will have been addressed. 

The first issue is that of class sizes.  I have mentioned already in this Chamber that I attended a round-table 
conference in March at which Professor Achilles from America presented some longitudinal research that had 
been conducted in America.  That research had been funded over four years at a cost of $13.5 million, which is a 
very generous amount of money with which to fund a research project.  It was the Du-Pont study.  It followed 
right through from kindergarten to year 3.  It is funded until 2001.  The major findings of that longitudinal study 
are important.  I do not think that we need to be always repeating the sort of research that has been conducted 
elsewhere, but we should learn from it. 

Professor Achilles said that it is basic commonsense that smaller classes mean better students and that classes 
with fewer students produce better behaviour and academic results.  With smaller classes, students enjoy school 
more and have a better chance of avoiding prison.  The other issue that is currently being talked about and that is 
in tandem with this is that of boys’ education.  I challenge the Government to maintain the class sizes that the 
previous Government proposed: from kindergarten to grade 3 a maximum of 24 students and for the 
kindergarten year to have a maximum of 20 students. 

The research presented to the round-table conference by Professor Achilles included the fact that - 

Ideally, kindergarten and the first three years of school would have between 15 and 18 students . . . The 
next three years would have between 20 and 24 students. 

In Western Australia, the maximum number for kindergarten classes is 20 students.  For preprimary classes it is 
27 students.  A project was in place to achieve a maximum number of 24 students in the years from preprimary 
to grade 3 by 2004.  I hope the Government, at the very least, will achieve those figures.  I challenge the 
Government to take heed of the American research and make the reduction of class sizes a priority in its 
education program.  

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  Why did your Government not reduce class sizes to 24? 
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Hon B.M. SCOTT:  We were working toward reducing class sizes.  The Governor’s speech nominated health, 
education and community safety as the major priorities.  If the Government nominates those areas as priorities, I 
expect priority funding to be put into those areas.  I challenge the Government to do that.  In the United States, 
31 States have legislated for lower class sizes of 18 to 20 students.  Space is one of the major challenges.  Small 
class sizes improve students’ achievement and behaviour.  Group sizes influence group outcomes.  It is a matter 
of commonsense but it is also a matter of the will of the Government to put money where it knows it will be best 
used. 

The other issue that has raised its head in recent times, and which is connected, is that of boys’ education.  The 
jury is out on the issue of boys’ education.  Small class sizes may be an answer.  Last weekend’s The Weekend 
Australian carried an article entitled “The trouble with boys”.  I know that the majority of members of this place 
are men.   

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT:  Order, members! 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  I have been a great proponent of the parliamentary intern program and I committed one 
student, a mature-age man, to take up the issue of boys’ education.  He termed the project “boys’ problems”.  I 
thought there was a strange coincidence between that and last weekend’s article, “The trouble with boys”.  The 
trouble with boys is manyfold but I think the issue of the 1980s was why girls were not achieving.  We have 
managed to turn that issue around.   

What is happening now?  It was reported in The Weekend Australian that a distressed mother rang an academic 
on a Monday morning after attending a school prize-giving night at which 27 awards were given out, 24 to girls.  
The academic rang educationalist Ken Rowe to find out why.  He does not have the answer, but many people 
have been looking at this issue, including a federal parliamentary inquiry headed by Liberal MP Brendan Nelson.  
He warns, and I quote - 

If boys are leaving the educational system feeling disengaged, disillusioned and unprepared for life, it 
will have devastating effects on their lives, and their relationships with women and society.  If we don’t 
address it now, in a generation we’ll pay the price for our neglectful indifference.  

All the research points to that fact.  Boys’ disillusionment with school also showed up in a study by Flinders 
University.  Academic Malcolm Slade interviewed 1 800 secondary schoolboys in South Australia.  He found 
that most boys valued school for only the social life.  Schoolboys must have a lot of fun these days.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  It must be a coeducational school. 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  The boys said school was boring, there were too many bad teachers, girls received a better 
deal and adults would not listen to them.  A lot of research is being done into the issue of boys’ education.  The 
jury is out on the answers, but I challenge the Government to address the inequities, just as we did for girls’ 
education in the 1980s.  As The Weekend Australian reports, we need to ask the same questions about boys that 
we asked about girls in the 1980s: in which areas are they disadvantaged and how can we help them?  One 
researcher said the answer is a matter of “which boys and which programs”.  That may be the most accurate 
statement; that it is not a generic system-wide problem.  There must be a commonsense approach to the fact that 
girls and boys are different, just as women and men in this Parliament offer different perspectives.  Boys, 
particularly little boys, prefer hands-on and energetic experiences.  My experience of years of teaching in the 
early childhood field shows that is certainly true.  The issue of boys’ education might be solved by reducing 
class sizes - that is, trained teachers supervising classes of 15 to 18 children.  Achilles’ research in America 
shows that it is far better to reduce class sizes and the number of teacher aides than have a class comprising 32 
students, two aides and one teacher.  That is an interesting scenario.   

I quickly cover some other educational issues which I feel are important and which I challenge the Government 
to consider: an increase in physical education programs, the continuing funding of school chaplains, the 
extension of the school-based police officer program, the continued funding of the non-government school 
sector, and Aboriginal education. 

Hon Peter Foss:  What about increased funding for the arts? 

Hon B.M. SCOTT:  I do not see that as a major need.  I spoke briefly about the establishment of the John Curtin 
College of the Arts in Fremantle.  That addresses some of those issues.  I acknowledge Hon Peter Foss’s 
suggestion by interjection that the arts is sadly neglected.   

Most of the research we hear and read suggests that if children can be taught at a very young age to read, the 
whole world opens to them.  The research also suggests that much is achieved if they are taught to become good 
participants in society through social interaction.  If children learn that, they can go on from there.  I suggest that 
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those major issues should be considered in any educational program.  As shadow minister I shall carefully study 
those issues, because this Government nominated education as one of its funding priorities.  I shall watch this 
Government to see whether the Aboriginal school established under the previous Government is fully funded.  I 
am sure we in this House acknowledge that there is a huge deficit in the teaching and learning areas for 
Aboriginal students, and we must bolster those areas in some way.  It is a complex issue and one to which there 
are no easy answers.  However, it is an important issue.  We must ensure that the indigenous members of the 
community receive basic literacy skills in their early years.  If they do, they tend to stay on to primary school, 
and if they progress through primary school, they go on to tertiary and further education.  That is the key to 
reconciliation and to the success of indigenous people.  The Achilles’ research, and other research I referred to 
published in The Weekend Australian, indicated that it is often children from low socioeconomic areas who 
suffer in advancing their educational prospects.  I challenge the Labor Government, because I believe it is a 
hallmark of its policies, to ensure that in its period of government those education issues that I regard as 
priorities are prioritised; that they are funded without excuses; and that we will see a marked difference in those 
areas of education. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon B.K. Donaldson. 
 


